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SAS Visual Analytics training delivery to client Tata Consultancy
Services
Client: Tata Consultancy Services
Industry: Information technology (IT) service, consulting and business
solutions
Tata Consultancy Services Limited (TCS) is an
Indian origin multinational information
technology (IT) service, consultations and
business solutions company. Being one of the
largest companies as per market capitalization,
it is headquartered in Mumbai and has multiple
offices and centers all across the globe. TCS has
been placed amongst the top valuable IT
services brands all over the globe. With 289
offices across 46 countries and 147 delivery

centers in 21 countries, TCS provides services
and consultancy to organizations of all shapes
and sizes. TCS’s services are included in various
domains such as application development,
maintenance value, asset leverage, assurance
services, business process outsourcing, and
consultation, engineering services and industrial
indust
services, enterprise solutions, IT infrastructure
services and more.

Technology: SAS Visual Analytics
Domain: Data visualization, reporting, business intelligence
SAS visual analytics is essentially a web
web-based
environment which provides support to several
applications and other platforms in terms of
reporting, data visualization, analytics, etc. It
helps in creating extremely
remely interactive and
feature rich dashboards and reports which are
deployable on cross-platform
platform applications on
both mobile devices and the web. The Data
Explorer tool of SAS VA makes it extremely easy
to develop forecasts and decision trees and

other advanced
vanced statistical methods. SAS VA
provides two different versions of distributed
and non-distributed
distributed which can be run on a
single server simultaneously. The distributed
version can essentially be installed on 3 or more
servers to support big data. SAS VA is developed
with the intention to create data or write
programs while also
so connecting with data
source.

Challenges faced by the clien
client
Tata Consultancy Services
ervices is a leading IT services
and analytics service provide all over the globe
with numerous clients and customers. Their
need for an effective data analytics program
was two-fold
fold as the company not just needed in
depth data analysis expertise to provid
provide
services to the organizations but also for their
own organization’s data analytics and
visualization for effective data analysis which
can lead to better decision making processes
and predictions. Failing to do this, TCS would
have been exposed to the risk
sk of being out
ranked by other organizations which are using
performing data analysis and are leveraging it
for growing their business. With the amount of
data transacting through their servers from
various platforms of the public and private

networks, it becomes extremely important that
the entire data is visualized and analyzed in an
effective manner, failing to do which the
company was at the risk of making
unproductive decisions and predictions leading
to a loss of customer base and further profits.
Additionally,
ditionally, being a service provider in data
analysis through their Analytics and Insights
services, the company required to remain
proficient and expert in all the major analytics
technologies and tools including visual data
analytics. The intense competition
competi
in the
industry is bringing out various new players and
organizations aiming to make a mark in the
industry which puts a challenge in-front
in
of TCS
to remain updated and upgraded so that they
may stay at the top of their game.

Why Aurelius?
Aurelius Corporate Solutions is currently the
leading
technology
trainings
provider
worldwide and works in one and all domains of
the industry in the capacity of being knowledge
solutions integrators and consultative learning
solutions providers. Aurelius was approached
by the client Tata Consultancy Services as their
needs and requirements with reference to the
visual analytics tool SAS VA were very sspecific
and highly specialized. Aurelius, not being a
simple technology trainings provider, worked
zealously to understand the specific
requirements of the client and accordingly
structured a training program which helped
them realize their goals and poten
potential
prospects. With a consistent on-shore
shore and off
off-

shore team providing round the clock
monitoring and support, TCS was able to gain
just what they needed in terms of not just
training but also the capability of deploying SAS
VA as their integral data visualization
visu
tool and
also as a service providence tool. The legacy
integration and knowledge base built by years
of expertise of the founders and professionals is
what provided the requisite advantage to the
client in order to remain at the top of their
game. Aurelius channels all its resources to
provide services to the client from the entire
globe and brings to the table the contemporary
and industry specific solutions which are failsafe
and structured to make the client industry
ready. The entire SAS VA training and

consultation program was structured as per the
client’s needs and included advanced aand
applicative understanding for fine tuning their
bounce rate pattern security and keep track of
site visits and the knowledge of managing them.
The practical knowledge of session time
analysis, layout and navigation of websites and
identifying customer preferences helped the

client in personalizing and contextualizing their
services and their own websites and platforms.
The end result was to gain customer loyalty in
the long run and also inculcate enough
capabilities in TCS employees that they may be
able to provide services to their clients in a
highly effective manner.

Solution and post solutio
solution benefits
Aurelius Corporate Solutions created a
completely
customized
training
and
consultation package for Tata Consultancy
services which was spearheaded by a instructor
having decades of experience in the industry.
The program itself included intense hands
hands-on
and practical sessions apart from the theoretical
knowledge exchange to make the trainees
industry ready and capable enough to deliver
services in the domain of SAS visual analytics
without doubt and minimal
inimal errors. Posttraining, Tata Consultancy Services has been
able to integrate SAS VA in their own integral
data analysis and visualization model and has
also started providing services to their clients
for analysis and insights using this tool. Now,
TCS
CS is able to process raw data from

unprocessed and unstructured data platforms
such as social media sites and social media
platforms. With the abilities of SAS VA to
analyze and process Big Data, TCS now has a
better insight into their business models and
customer preference and recognition patterns
which has helped them in making better
business decisions and predictions for the
future business prospects. Additionally, TCS has
also increased their customer base by including
SAS VA in their visual analytics
analytic and insights
service providence stable. They now provide
effective and efficient services of data analytics
and insights through this tool and are able to
stay ahead in the data race which is becoming
intense in the industry with every passing day.

